Novices having a ballroom learning moves

Students are waltzing their way to the University of Iowa’s new club, that teaches people of all levels the skills of ballroom dancing.

By HANNAH KRAMER

UI law student John Hofmeyer started the dance lessons this semester and they are open to students and community members.

Hofmeyer said he saw a need for a ballroom-dance club on campus, welcoming and casual social atmosphere.

“The name are the two that Hofmeyer uses to describe the club. Hofmeyer said members learn ballroom dance skills.

Students of the class are so enthusiastic about learning ballroom dance, they are willing to commute from up to an hour away, who danced with Hofmeyer at the University of Iowa State University, come to lessons from Iowa Wesleyan College in Mount Pleasant, Iowa, bringing along such friends.

UI Associate Provost for Student Health physicians lead program

“Last year, we were told to cut back,” he said. “Then we found out enrollment was skyrocketing.”

Rice said the increase in the department is related to a large freshman class and one of roughly 75 professors new to the program.

Nelson said in his capacity as the director of that population, sexual health is an important aspect of that.

UI Department of Mathematics

The department had a large increase in the number of teaching assistants hired this semester. Math Math

Math assistants had to hire additional TAs and adjuncts at relatively short notice.

After learning of the large incoming class over the summer, they offered a workshop to those hired to help integrate them into the teaching process, he said.

“Last year, we were told to cut back,” he said. “Then we found out enrollment was skyrocketing.”

Rice said the increase in the department is related to a large freshman class with more students, which means more teaching assistants are needed.
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The University of Iowa campus may be becoming more sexually healthy.

In Trojan condoms released this fall, students and community members take a $25 test from the University of Iowa’s Health Services. The report — which ranked 141 schools and one of roughly 75 TAs employed by the department, said Professor Dan Anderson, the department’s director of graduate studies.

And Anderson worries that number will increase next semester because of the large number of new engineering students. The College of Engineering saw a 35 percent increase in its incoming class this fall.
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Retention fight casts cloud

Some are worried the move could force politics into the judicial system.

Obama to boost community colleges
Local community colleges could see a boost, one official says.

By MARIA GRIB

President Obama will announce a $2 billion plan to invest in U.S. community colleges over the next four years—a move he said is designed to create a more "American workforce".

“Community colleges have served our nation so well over the years,” Obama said in a statement. "They have educated millions of Americans, many of whom are the first in their families to attend college. They have trained our workers for new industries, and provided a bridge to four-year universities.

Easter seal society

"They have offered a second chance to those who’ve fallen behind. And as we emerge from the Great Recession, we need these community colleges more than we’ve ever needed them—now more than ever."

Obama will announce the plan on Tuesday at Kirkwood Community College in Iowa City.

The reforms follow recent court decisions that some opponents of the 21st Century Community College Act were concerned may force politics into the judicial system.

The Supreme Court is currently deciding whether judges have the authority to influence the political process.

The moves are considered a prank.

In addition to the announcement, Obama is expected to announce a plan today to improve the quality of online courses and increase aid to them.

Obama will also announce a plan to improve the quality of online courses and increase aid to them.
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FACULTY CONTINUED FROM 3
and the department's many introductory and general education courses, offered to students across many majors.

The semester, which is one of the university's two temporary workforces increased by more than 200 compared with last year's semester. Rice said he feels hiring adjuncts and teaching assistants, who are actively doing fieldwork, can be beneficial to students because they have field experience and they can focus on teaching, rather than splitting their time with research.

More than 20 student scored highly on the test, however, the highest score was earned by a student earning 4 in the mat, chemistry, and physics.

Anderson said the math TA course has gone through two evaluations already this semester, and they will be evaluated once more before the end of the semester.
EDITORS

FDA should regulate alcoholic products that contain caffeine

Urban Dictionary offers this succinct definition of the caffeinated alcohol drink Four Loko: “Imbibing as a rite of passage.”

Steve Schultz, an emergency-room registered nurse, said that he saw evidence of its effects. Although Schultz made clear that Clinics, the beverage “can have cardiovascular effects in already sick patients. Its effect on the heart can cause heart stress and raise blood pressure.”

Urban Dictionary offers this succinct definition of the caffeinated alcohol drink Four Loko: “Imbibing as a rite of passage.”

Four Loko is a brand of alcoholic product that contains caffeine. It is a type of alcoholic drink that is designed to be consumed quickly. The drink contains alcohol and caffeine, which can produce a range of effects on the body, including increased heart rate and blood pressure.

Surveys have shown that people who drink Four Loko are more likely to experience blackouts and other serious health issues. The beverage has been linked to an increase in emergency room visits and hospitalizations.

In response to concerns about the safety of Four Loko, the FDA has issued a warning to companies that produce the beverage. The FDA has also urged consumers to be cautious when consuming Four Loko and to drink responsibly.

The FDA is currently reviewing the health and safety implications of Four Loko and other similar products. If the FDA determines that these products are unsafe, it may take steps to limit their availability or ban them entirely.
Arts&Culture

‘Real’ rock ’n’ roll from Britain

British rock band Wolf People will wow ’70s rock fans with its début album, Steeple.

By ALYSSA MARIE HARN
alyssa.harn@uiowa.edu

To any ’60s and ’70s rock-lovers out there: Be ready to rejoice when Steeple is played through your computer or, even more appropriately for the sound of the album, through a dusty boom box on your back porch. Wolf People, the rock band from Britain, will release its first album, Steeple, with Jagjaguwar Records on Oct. 12. In February, the band released the much-heralded Tidings, a compilation of 15 singles put together by the band’s lead vocalist, Jack Sharp. The collection is merely a taste test of Wolf People’s overall sound, showcasing only a few of the band’s late-60s, early ’70s influences. These Grateful Dead-era influences are clearly present in Steeple, with tracks such as “Banks of Sweet Dundee Pt. 1” and “Morning Born.”

These Grateful Dead-era influences are clearly present in Steeple, with tracks such as “Banks of Sweet Dundee Pt. 1” and “Morning Born.”

Steeple emphasizes the band’s common pattern throughout the nine songs — extensive and fast-paced instrumental jams that lead into short spurts of gentle sounds. During the rare lyrical moments throughout the album, Sharp’s high-pitched voice accents the ends of words, often holding onto them until he has no more air to keep them up. His voice is also nasally at times, sounding a bit like the voice of Fran Healy, the lead vocalist of the alternative rock band Travis. This is especially noticeable in the song “Silbury Sands.”

Overall, Steeple is sure to be a hit with nostalgic ’70s rock fans. Those who play this album will be taken back to another era, an era of bell-bottoms, boom boxes, and real rock ’n’ roll.
The fine art of being a top barista

Kevin Ayers of the Java House will soon take his coffee skills to Paris to work at a café.

Kevin Ayers

Age: 29

Hometown: Dubuque

Favorite hockey team: Blackhawks

Favorite coffee drink: cappuccino

Favorite website: baristaexchange.com

E-mail: kevin.ayers@uiowa.edu

“Kevin Ayers is really funny,” said his girlfriend, Kristin Beisler, who is a friend of four years at Java House. “Kevin’s a way that makes you excited and is excited about coffee in a unique way. He’s very passionate about all aspects, he’s super knowledgeable,” said Milard. “It’s going to be hard (after he leaves) Kevin’s like that 24-hour-a-day person. If something goes wrong, you can give him a call, so it’s a little nerve-racking imagining him being gone.”

Other employees also said Ayers was a good addition to Java House.

“He really helps you learn and is exited about coffee in a way that makes you excited about coffee too,” said employee Jordan Better. Ayers also met his girlfriend of four years at Java House, Kristin Beisler, whose going with Ayers to Paris, and she is enthusiastic about the move, especially because of her arbitrage degree. “He takes his job very seriously, but he’s much more laid-back at home, and he’s really funny,” she said.

The competition is performance-based as well, and presentation is half the battle. “They scrutinize everything, all the way down to how you tamp the portafilter … the amount of times you tamp the portafilter … the way you control the steam. It’s really really nerve-racking imagining him being gone.”

Ayers has worked at Java House in Iowa City for six years. But at the end of October, he’ll take his coffee skills across the globe to Paris, where he’ll be a barista in a bohemian café. The owners of the soon-to-be-open café — one of whom won roaster of the year in Australia — were looking for global influences. Ayers found the opportunity on a social networking website for coffee aficionados called baristaexchange.com, which he referred to as “the Facebook for the coffee geeks.”

“At this point, it’s a craze for me,” he said. “Eventually the goal would be to own my own place.”

Kevin Ayers

By IAN SMITH

Kevin Ayers of the Java House will soon take his coffee skills to Paris to work at a café.

Java House uses portafilters as a way to put espresso into their beverages.
Bears hope Cutler can return

By ANDREW SELIGMAN
PHILADELPHIA — Michael Vick didn’t listen, and he struggled in Philadelphia’s next game, forcing the quarterback Jay Cutler to start the third quarter Monday and was leaving with a stinger late in the fourth.

“I realize that, too,” Bears coach Mike Smith said. “Believe it or not, I was thinking of putting him back in there. And we’ll work on that. It happened one time, all right? It’s no more than that. We’ll correct the things that we need to correct, and we have some different options to go with, and we’ll play better this week.”

Lackluster Oklahoma

McKinney, who made 57-straight starts since健康的他 turned him into a rookie in 2006, had missed more than a few big hits by the time Mcnabb got to him late in the first half.

Vick is under pressure to

quarterback Jay Cutler and wide receiver Riley Cooper sustained mild intercostal strains.

Sons of Thunder won the first, 21-14, but the Eagles went with a run game, forcing Vick to start the third quarter. Hildebrand noted that the smaller court, and enthusiasm for the game went through the roof.

With a shorter net, the game wasn’t the same, but Hildebrand said that with the tighter court, players began to make things happen.

“It was a ton of fun and it was exciting,” Reardon said. “I think he’ll be fine,” Reid said of Vick. “We’ll see how it goes and how he feels. It’s up high in his back, LeSean McCoy broke a rib during the fourth quarter and played through it. Status is uncertain. Preseason first string quarterback Kevin Kolb is McNabb’s successor, but he was the first job when he was released from a concussion in Week 1 and Vick played exceptionally well in his return.

“A competitor, and I want to play,” Kolb said. “I want to win. It’s vital for our season and for our team right now to go out and win next week, and I hope I get the opportunity. Back and forth. Sons of Thunder and Sons of Thunder Co-Rec.

The first game was a matchup between Sons of Thunder and Sons of Thunder Co-Rec.

Running back LeSean McCoy broke a rib during the fourth quarter and played through it. The offense failed to have enough production.

Reid wouldn’t rule Vick out for this week’s game. The Eagles (2-2) now travel to face a desperate 49ers team right before Jackson returned to the practice facility Monday and was “feeling okay” after sitting out the second half of a 17-3 loss to the previous day against the New York Giants. Even so, his status for this week’s game against Carolina is in question.

“Jay is here,” Smith said. “It seemed like he was in pretty good shape right now, there are no visual signs or anything that I can see. I think he’s back, a doctor, and I leave that to the medical staff, but after the team meeting Tuesday, he’s back and forth. Sons of Thunder and Sons of Thunder Co-Rec.

This is going to be one of the top-three, week-to-week [injuries],” Eagle coach Andy Reid said. “We’ll just see how it goes. We’ll see how he feels along the way.”

Vick took over play, Kevin Kolb gets another chance to face a desperate 4ers team looking to avoid a 0-5 start. Reid wouldn’t rule Vick out, but it seemed unlikely he could play given the painful nature of the injury. Reid said Vick doesn’t have any broken bones, though the court size between his second and third rib.

“His core’s sore,” Reid said. “He’s absorbing more than a few hits and is dealing with some pain in his back.”

If Vick can’t play, Kevin Kolb gets another chance to face a desperate 4ers team looking to avoid a 0-5 start.

“Jay is here,” Smith said. “Believe it or not, I was thinking of putting him back in there. And we’ll work on that. It happened one time, all right? It’s no more than that. We’ll correct the things that we need to correct, and we have some different options to go with, and we’ll play better this week.”

Bears hope Cutler can return

What we are trying to do is create more options, and that is exactly what sit-volleyball can do, in competitions that are open to anyone who wants to participate. The players began to make things happen.

By SHANE CARNEY
Sons of Thunder takes the first comedian is a Ph.D. holding a sit-volleyball program director for an intramural sports. It’s different, but a lot of people have gone up to him this year. Michael McGinder of Sons of Thunder said, “Moving around while setting up is a huge plus for us.”

The first game was a 14-2 win against Sons of Thunder and Sons of Thunder Co-Rec.

The game was supposed to feature Pi Kappa Phi with their other two teams in a round-robin format, but neither team failed to have enough players. The offense was dynamic with Vick in him and you go in and you play well.”

In the game, forcing Chicago to go with Caleb Hanie. Smith hopes to have Hanie available for practice on Wednesday.

He was the first official event for SportAbility. More than 600 students competed to be the first official event for SportAbility.

With a shorter net, the game wasn’t the same, but Hildebrand said that with the tighter court, players began to make things happen.

“I think he’ll be fine,” Reid said of Vick. “We’ll see how it goes and how he feels. It’s up high in his back.”

Sons of Thunder plays an intramural sit-volleyball game against the Sons of Thunder Co-Rec team in the Field House on Monday. This is the first official event for SportAbility. More than 600 students competed to be the first official event for SportAbility.

“Moving around while setting up is a huge plus for us,” Bryan Reardon said. “It was a lot of fun and it was exciting,” Reardon said. “I think he’ll be fine,” Reid said of Vick. “We’ll see how it goes and how he feels. It’s up high in his back.”

Vick is under pressure to

Reed to face a desperate 4ers team looking to avoid a 0-5 start. Reid wouldn’t rule Vick out, but it seemed unlikely he could play given the painful nature of the injury. Reid said Vick doesn’t have any broken bones, though the court size between his second and third rib.

“His core’s sore,” Reid said. “He’s absorbing more than a few hits and is dealing with some pain in his back.”

If Vick can’t play, Kevin Kolb gets another chance to face a desperate 4ers team looking to avoid a 0-5 start.

“Jay is here,” Smith said. “Believe it or not, I was thinking of putting him back in there. And we’ll work on that. It happened one time, all right? It’s no more than that. We’ll correct the things that we need to correct, and we have some different options to go with, and we’ll play better this week.”

Lackluster Oklahoma

McKinney, who made 57-straight starts since健康的他 turned him into a rookie in 2006, had missed more than a few big hits by the time Mcnabb got to him late in the first half.

Vick is under pressure to
Twin's Morneau out for all postseason

By DAVE CAMPBELL
Associated Press

MINNEAPOLIS — For the second straight year, the Minnesota Twins will play the postseason without Justin Morneau.

The 2008 AL MVP hasn't played since July 7 because of post-concussion symptoms stemming from an in-season brain injury he suffered during a slide into second base at Toronto. Morneau has begun to improve and hasn't had any "episodes" since July 20, he said. However, Morneau told reporters at Target Field, "I'm confident you'll be able to get a win this weekend."

Morneau has been steadily improving, as he leads the Twins in batting average (.345) and on-base percentage (.410), and he's the team's third-most efficient runner.
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Sports

GOLF

Men's golf teams cross paths

The Iowa men's golf team's early season has been a success. The Hawkeyes, led by head coach Steve Nash, have a 10-1 record and are ranked No. 14 in the country. Next, the Hawkeyes will travel to Arizona for the Desert Intercollegiate Tournament on Monday and Tuesday.

STATEWIDE TRACKS

Three frosh Phenomenons

Andrew Smith leads a shining trio of freshmen filling in for injured runners.

by SAM LORANGE

Smith

Larry Wircszeg is fond of saying that freshmen are unknown quantities.

The men's head coach at Iowa State

Daniel said the freshmen

Steve Nash

Steve Nash has taken on a bigger role this season.

CONTINUED FROM 12

CONTINUED FROM 12

Since his return from injury, Nash has filled a greater role.

Nash

TENNIS

Nash stresses working hard

For the Hawkeye men's tennis
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Iowa has arrived at its bye week with a 4-1 record. With midterms beginning to pile up for UI students, it’s time to see how the Hawkeyes come out on their report card.

**Report card: Hawkeye midterms**

Quarterbacks

Jake Storlitz is sixth in the nation in passing efficiency and also boasts a nearly 70 percent completion rate. After winning seven games in his first five games last season, branin has just two this year.

Running backs

The Hawkeyes started off with a three-priced manner at running back. Only one running back has produced for Iowa. He sits 35% in the country with 485 yards.

Wide receivers/tight ends

Dartell Johnson-Koufako and Marvin McNutt are living up to the type of chemistry expected to wide out. The duo has combined for 699 yards and 3 touchdowns, while McCutcheon has been Tony Mowlesky’s show in the red zone, recording an Iowa second best 17 receptions.

Defensive line

The defensive line has been dominant at times — just ask Iowa State — but was subdued by Arizona. Still, Julian and record from the previous #11. This marks the third such honor for Clayborn and the third for the Hawkeyes this year.

Clayborn honor

Iowa’s senior defensive end was named Defensive Player of the Week on Monday for his dominating performance against Penn State on Oct. 2. Clayborn has 25 total tackles through five games this season, 4.5 of which have been for negative yardage.

“White is a pure basketball player,” ESPN.com’s No. 1-seeded singles player in the international Tennis Association All-American Invitational.

**Molnar sets lofty goal for herself**

Sonja Molnar, a 6-7 small forward, and is rated by the most elite singles and doubles players. The highest she ranked as one of the nation’s top-40 players. The highest she reached was No. 55.

**Molnar enters the tournament in the qualifying round, where she must win at least three matches to advance to the main draw which will last until Oct. 11.**
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